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Pristine, W and Mn 1% doped Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 epitaxial thin films grown on the LaAlO3 substrate were deposited by pulsed
laser deposition (PLD). Dielectric and ferroelectric properties were determined by the capacitance measurements and X-ray
diffraction was used to determine both residual elastic strains and defect-related inhomogeneous strains by analyzing diffraction
line shifts and line broadening, respectively. We found that both elastic and inhomogeneous strains are affected by doping. This
strain correlates with the change in Curie-Weiss temperature and can qualitatively explain changes in dielectric loss. To explain
the experimental findings, we model the dielectric and ferroelectric properties of interest in the framework of the Landau-
Ginzburg-Devonshire thermodynamic theory. As expected, an elastic-strain contribution due to the epilayer-substrate misfit
has an important influence on the free-energy. However, additional terms that correspond to the defect-related inhomogeneous
strain had to be introduced to fully explain the measurements. [DOI: 10.1143/JJAP.41.6628]
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1. Introduction

Thin film ferroelectric (FE) materials have received con-
siderable attention because of their growing use in electronic,
electro-optical, optical and acoustic devices. Potential appli-
cations include integrated, nonvolatile, and dynamic random
access memories, pyroelectric detectors, and acoustic trans-
ducers.1) These materials also exhibit nonlinear dielectric
properties under an external electric field, which is exploited
in tunable microwave devices, such as microstrip line phase
shifters, high-Q resonators, and tunable filters.2) For these ap-
plications, it is imperative that the films exhibit a high dielec-
tric constant and tunability, and low dielectric loss. While rea-
sonable success has been achieved with tunability, the major
challenge has been lowering the dielectric loss and in particu-
lar understanding its mechanism. It was elucidated that losses
depend on substrate and post annealing treatments3) and the
film thickness,4) in that the free-standing films generally have
low losses5) and that crystalline SrRuO3, YBCO6) and amor-
phous7) buffer layers decrease losses. This indicates that min-
imizing lattice misfit between the film and substrate is of ut-
most importance. Indeed, dielectric losses depend on resid-
ual stresses of both intrinsic (caused by optical-phonon in-
teraction with the applied electric field) and extrinsic (caused
by lattice defects) nature. The latter is an especially impor-
tant and complicated process because many possible defects
can be involved, such as ferroelectric domains, grain bound-
aries, stacking faults, dislocations, vacancies, and vacancy
complexes. Of the various ferroelectric materials, perovskite
oxide thin films are considered as potential candidates for tun-
able microwave devices because of their high dielectric con-
stant. Materials investigated widely are based on solid solu-
tions of BaxSr1−xTiO3 (BSTO), which exhibit high tunability
and easily controlled Curie temperature by varying chemical
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composition. Losses can be controlled by doping very small
percentages (< 4%) of ions such as Mn, W, Ca, Mg, and Zr.8)

Our previous studies on doped BSTO films9) indicate that
the ferroelectric transition temperature and the extrinsic di-
electric losses depend on the internal stresses and defects.
Thus it is evident that lattice strain plays a crucial role in
influencing the dielectric and ferroelectric properties. To un-
derstand this further, we attempted to investigate the effect
of doping on the ferroelectric properties. Here, we report on
the correlation between Curie-Weiss temperature and residual
elastic strain (stress) and defect concentration.

2. Theory

A comprehensive treatment of the influence of homoge-
neous strain, due to the misfit in lattice parameter and ther-
mal expansion coefficients, on the ferroelectric transition tem-
perature and electrical permittivity, was reported by Pertsev
et al.10) They start with the expression for the Gibbs free en-
ergy, close to the transition temperature and appearance of
polarizationP:
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Here,ai,j,k are dielectric stiffness coefficients,sij is the elas-
tic compliance tensor,Q ij the electrostrictive tensor, andσi is
the mechanical stress tensor, all in the Voigt condensed tensor
notation.

In the approximation of the single-domain two-dimensional
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thin film constrained by the substrate, one can write the addi-
tional term to the Gibbs free energy due to elastic-strainei

contribution as:10)

G ′ = G +
∑

i

eiσi .

This expression considers only elastic strains. However, crys-
talline defects (oxygen vacancies, for instance) will affect the
polarization of a ferroelectric.11) We proposed12) that the in-
ternal crystalline defects induce similar changes of the Gibbs
free energy,

G ′′ = G ′ +
∑

i

εiΣi,

through the inhomogeneous strainεi (so-called strain of the
III kind that influences the diffraction line width, for instance)
and the stress of the III kindΣi .

On the assumption that the spontaneous polarization axis
is perpendicular to the film surface and isotropy of inhomo-
geneous strain, we have:12)
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where the renormalized coefficientsa∗ were given else-
where.12) Similarly, the Curie-Weiss temperature is renormal-
ized:12)
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Here,C andε0 are the Curie-Weiss constant and the permit-
tivity of the vacuum, respectively. The second term in eq. (2)
is given by the inhomogeneous strain. Note that its contribu-
tion is always positive unlike that of the elastic-strain term
that can be either positive or negative, depending on whether
the film is in tension or compression parallel to its surface.

3. Experimental

The pristine BSTO and Mn, W-doped and co-doped
Ba0.6Sr0.4Ti0.99M0.01O3 (M = Mn, W) thin films were
deposited on (001) LaAlO3 (LAO) substrate using a KrF
eximer laser (248 nm) at 700◦C at oxygen partial pressures of
300 mTorr. During deposition, the stoichiometric BSTO tar-
gets with densities of 98% were used. The energy density was
about 1.5–2 J/cm2. The films were post-annealed in flowing
oxygen at 950◦C for 6 h.

Dielectric measurements were carried out on these films
using a 4-capacitor shadow mask design with interdigitated
capacitors. The mask has 6 terminal pads for contact, with
finger widths of 125µm and finger separation of 75µm. The
interdigitated capacitor configurations were obtained by ther-
mal evaporation of silver to a thickness of 150 nm. Fine-gauge
copper leads were then attached to each capacitor using silver
paste. The whole assembly was then annealed at 300◦C in Ar
to ensure good electrical contact and to decompose the or-
ganic matter present in the silver paste.

The capacitance and dielectric loss (tanδ) were measured
using a HP 4192A LCR meter13) at a constant frequency of
1 MHz. For temperature variation a closed cycle He refrigera-
tor was used. Automated data acquisition was achieved by the
LABVIEW 13) program. A standard 2 pF capacitor was used
to calibrate the instrument which gave< 1% error in the fre-
quency range studied.

The optical properties were measured with a dual mode au-
tomatic ellipsometer model L116A13) at room temperature.
The ellipsometer measurements can be used for determining
the film thickness and refractive index of optically transpar-
ent and absorbing layers, in the range between a fewÅ and
a fewµm. The film thickness was relatively nonuniform due
to the deposition technique used and varied in the range of
1000–3500̊A.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected using com-
mercial four-circle and two-circle double-axis diffractome-
ters with CuKα radiation excited at 45 kV and 40 mA. To
thoroughly study the misfit relationship at the film-substrate
interface, we recorded reciprocal space maps for all films.
Reciprocal space maps discern differences between different
types of defects in epilayers, in particular mosaicity paral-
lel to the film surface and strain variations perpendicular to
the film surface. Reciprocal space maps of asymmetric reflec-
tions (013) were used to obtain both parallel and perpendic-
ular (to the film surface) lattice parameters. All films showed
relatively small broadening of various amounts, as compared
to the substrate. Broadening was evident both parallel to the
surface, thus indicating somewhat increased mosaicity, and
perpendicular to it, which could be caused by small corre-
lation lengths, inhomogeneous strain, and the through-depth
stoichiometry variations. To investigate this point further, we
conducted a careful study of line broadening perpendicular to
the film surface. The analysis takes into consideration multi-
ple Bragg reflections, thus allowing for an unequivocal sepa-
ration of correlation-length and inhomogeneous-strain effects
on line broadening.14) Our experimental setup was a low reso-
lution one without the incident-beam (Bartels) monochroma-
tor. To account for wavelength dispersion, we corrected the
measured profiles for effects of instrumental broadening. This
correction was accomplished by measurements of line pro-
files of the bare LAO substrate reflections and also includes
corrections for additional instrumental effects.14)

4. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows a plot of relative permittivity and dielec-
tric loss (tanδ), measured at 1 MHz frequency with both zero
and 35 V bias in order to estimate tunability, as a function of
temperature for the pristine BSTO thin film. Relative permit-
tivity shows a relatively broad ferroelectric transition around
room temperature. The temperature at the curve maximum
was taken as a ferroelectric transition temperatureTC-W. Be-
cause the measurements were taken at a frequency lower than
the microwave region, we do not discuss the influence of
strains and defects on dielectric loss and relative permittivity
here.
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Fig. 1. Dielectric permittivity and loss, measured at 1 MHz frequency
at zero and 35 V bias, as a function of temperature for undoped
Ba0.60Sr0.40TiO3 thin film on the LaAlO3 substrate.

XRD measurements were used to confirm the epitaxial re-
lationship between the films and substrate and to calculate
lattice parameters. Coupledθ/2θ scans perpendicular to the
surface showed only 00l Bragg reflections for all films that
confirm preferential [001] growth perpendicular to the sur-
face. A good BSTO[001] ‖ LAO (pseudo)[001] epitaxy with
the substrate was confirmed by the scans parallel to the film
surface (φ scans), which showed four maxima 90◦ apart for
all the films. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show theθ/2θ andφ scans
for the pristine BSTO film.

At room temperature, there is a large misfit (up to 5%) be-
tween the (pseudocubic) lattice parameter of the substrate and
that of the epilayer. Such a large difference is accommodated
through the introduction of misfit dislocations mainly at the
growth temperature. An incomplete misfit relaxation at grow-
ing temperature and different thermal expansion coefficients
of the film and substrate may cause tetragonal distortion of the
film, although the bulk BSTO with this composition is cubic
at room temperature. For our thin films, the epilayer dimen-
sion parallel to the epilayer-substrate interface (designated as
a) stayed in compression and that perpendicular to it, in ten-
sion (designated asc). If the “relaxed” cubic lattice parameter
of an epilayer is defined as

aR = c + 2a(v/(1 − v))

1 + 2v/(1 − v)

wherev is the Poisson ratio (approximately taken as 1/3), the
relaxed lattice parameter is estimated to be the same for all
the samples within the single standard uncertainty. The value,
a = 3.957(6) Å is slightly lower than the value for bulk
BSTO reported in the literature,a = 3.965Å.15) It may in-
dicate that the actual stoichiometry of the thin films, which
we did not measure, is richer in Sr than the nominal target
composition.

From the values of relaxed and measured lattice parame-
ters, we calculated elastic strains:

ea = a/aR − 1; ec = c/aR − 1.

They are presented in Fig. 3 for all the films. Although the
elastic strain varies between samples, the relaxation of the
films is above 90%, as estimated from the difference of the
relaxed and measured lattice parameters, relative to the sub-
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction scans of the undoped Ba0.60Sr0.40TiO3 thin film
on the LaAlO3 substrate: (a) Perpendicular to the film surface; (b) Parallel
to the film surface.
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Fig. 3. Elastic and inhomogeneous strain for four thin films: undoped
Ba0.60Sr0.40TiO3, single-doped and co-doped Ba0.60Sr0.40Ti0.99M0.01O3
(M = Mn, W). Error bars were estimated from the counting statistics of
diffraction measurements through the propagation of errors.
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strate lattice parameter as:

R = a − as

aR − as
100.

The relaxation process is greatly dependent on the geometry
of misfit dislocations and misfit between the film and sub-
strate lattice parameter, which define the critical thickness for
introduction of misfit dislocations. For this large a misfit, the
critical thickness is estimated as being below 100 Å.16) Be-
cause the thickness of both thin films was determined to be
larger than 1000 Å by ellipsometry measurements, the relax-
ation should be complete at the growth temperature and any
residual elastic strain should stem from differences in ther-
mal expansion coefficients between the film and the substrate.
However, because the doping at a 1% level cannot apprecia-
bly change thermal expansion coefficients, the difference in
lattice parameters between the pristine and doped samples
cannot be explained entirely by cooling effects. This might
indicate that the doping influences the relaxation mechanism
at the deposition temperature. The relaxation degree yields
information about the linear density of misfit dislocations ρI

a/as − 1 = bρI

where b is the magnitude of the Burger’s vector. For all films,
the misfit dislocation density is on the order of 106/cm.

Threading dislocation densities, which do not affect lattice
parameters, can be determined through the analysis of diffrac-
tion line breadths.17) Generally, dislocations broaden diffrac-
tion lines of epitaxial thin films for three principal reasons:
(i) dislocations define both twist (in-plane rotations) and tilt
(perpendicular rotations) boundaries between grains; (ii) dis-
locations cause inhomogeneous strain fields and thus local
changes in the d spacing and thus the additional line broad-
ening; (iii) dislocation configurations may subdivide colum-
nar grains into subgrain domains. Following the Ayers ap-
proach,18) dislocation density due to (i) was estimated to
about 8 × 108/cm2, and it is approximately equal for all the
samples, being somewhat different for the W-doped film (see
Fig. 4). To estimate the effect of domain size according to (iii)
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Fig. 4. The square of the integral breadth of the thin-film diffraction lines,
corrected for the effects of instrumental broadening, as a function of tan2 θ

for all four thin films. The intercept yields threading dislocation density
and the slope inhomogeneous strain.

perpendicular to the film surface, we followed the broaden-
ing analysis formalism described elsewhere.14) Domain size
varies from 850–1550 Å and is close to the measured thick-
ness of the films. The values differ because diffraction mea-
sures the dimension of grains perpendicular to the substrate
and is therefore reduced because of grain tilts and possible
extended defects parallel to the surface. The inhomogeneous-
strain values resulting from (ii) are given in Fig. 3. There is a
large increase in inhomogeneous strain for the co-doped but
especially for the W-doped sample. It appears that the W dop-
ing on the Ti site strongly influences the defect concentration,
either because the relaxation mechanism at growth tempera-
ture is affected, which would influence the dislocation den-
sity, or because the W doping affects the point defect con-
centration. There is a possibility that both effects are at work
because the diffusion of point defects seems to be essential to
the kinetic process of dislocation reactions, as showed for the
BaTiO3/SrTiO3 system.19) It is expected that doping with W
on the Ti site should partially compensate oxygen vacancies,
which would have an opposite effect on strain. However, at
the same time, the doping might increase the density of Ti in-
terstitials, which is then expected to increase inhomogeneous
strain if interstitials are nonrandomly distributed at the pref-
erential crystallographic sites. This point warrants a careful
study of point defect concentration and distribution, which is
the focus of the future study.

The difference in inhomogeneous strain is responsible for
the relatively large contribution to the change of ferroelectric
properties. Following eq. (2), in Fig. 5 we plot the shift of the
Curie-Weiss temperature for both models, that is, when only
elastic-strain contribution is considered, and when both elas-
tic and inhomogeneous strain are taken into account. It is ev-
ident that the latter shows a much better correlation. Figure 3
indicates that the elastic and inhomogeneous strains are most
often of a complementary magnitude. For instance, if a re-
lief of elastic strain by introduction of misfit dislocations at
the growth temperature was smaller, this would cause a larger
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Fig. 5. Temperature shift of the Curie-Weiss temperature, calculated by eq.
(2) for both elastic strain and total (elastic and inhomogeneous) strain con-
tribution to the Gibbs free energy as a function of Curie-Weiss temperature
determined from the dielectric measurements (compare Fig. 1). Note an
especially large influence on the result for the W-doped film.
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elastic strain in the lattice, and vice versa. This implies that
minimizing dielectric loss through the relief of only elastic
strains might not yield the desired effect because the total
strain, that is both elastic and defect-related inhomogeneous
strain, should rather be used to estimate effects on the ferro-
electric and dielectric properties of thin films.

5. Conclusions

The results indicate that the doping at Ti site influences
the microstructure of BSTO epitaxial thin films grown on
the (001) LAO substrate. The misfit relaxation is suppressed
in the case of Mn but increases when doping with W. Both
compressive in-plane elastic strains (stresses) and in particu-
lar inhomogeneous strains influence the observed increase in
Curie-Weiss temperature. This seems to corroborate the as-
sumption that the Curie-Weiss temperature and extrinsic di-
electric losses strongly depend on internal stresses and de-
fects. For a good agreement with the thermodynamic theory,
it is necessary to consider the contribution of inhomogeneous
strains.
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